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Shop Talk

A Note from Bob:
Mark your calendar
WEDNESDAY MARCH 18, 2015
12 noon until 4:00 p.m.

Four seasoned farriers will present a
program on shoe selection for various
Western Performance and English
Performance.

Dick Brockman, Fred Goodman, Allen
Horton and Mark Michelswirth will be the
presenters.  They have a total of more than
135 years horseshoeing experience.

This will be another program you won’t
want to miss.  It will be full of tips and
techniques for both Western and English
horseshoeing.

THURSDAY APRIL 16, 2015
9:00 a.m. until 4:00 p.m.

Delta Mustad Open House from 9:00
a.m. to 4:00 p.m. Stacey Hayden from
Delta Mustad Hoofcarewill be at the shop
to meet with you and show the variety of
products they produce.  Delta Mustad
manufactures Capewell, Cooper, Delta and
Mustad horseshoe nails, St. Croix
horseshoes, Heller hoof rasps and many
other farrier and hoof care related items.

Spanish Lake stocks many of these
products as requested by our customers.
This will be an excellent opportunity for
you to learn about other products that
might be useful in your practice.

Refreshments and lunch will be provided.
Be sure to work some time in on April 16
to stop by and visit with Stacey, Charlene
and Bob.

636-463-7211

2793 W. Meyer Rd.
Foristell MO 63348

spanishlake.com
Like us on Facebook

Shop Talk
Winter Series
THIS WINTER SEASON WE HOSTED FOUR
SHOP TALK CLINICS FOR FARRIERS AND
VETERINARIANS.  

In December the focus was on business practices and featured Julie
Schwalm, business woman and the developer of the iForgeAhead
software for farrier businesses.  The presentation included hands-on
experience with the software.  IforgeAhead tracks expenses, income,
horses and much more.  Because the program is web based, farriers can
access it through any internet WIFI connected devise (laptops, smart
phones, tablets and desktop computers).

Some attendees already subscribe to the service ($20.00/month).  They
came to learn how to better utilize the program to benefit their business.
Others came to learn how it could enhance their business.  Julie has
created a number of YouTube tutorial videos to guide you through each
aspect of the program.  She showed us how user friendly the program is.  

The January Shop Talk clinic was sponsored by Vettec.  Frank Dugan
and Tab Pigg gave a presentation and demonstration of the hoof care
products.  Following that it was hands-on experience, with attendees
working on cadaver limbs to learn how to best use the products and
avoid problems in the application.  One of the more interesting parts
was learning how to use two or more of the Vettec products to aid
horses with specific problems.

December Shop Talk Clinic

January Shop Talk Clinic



Shop Talk Winter Series (continued)

This clinic provided a wealth of information to farriers and
veterinarians who attended.  Whether they regularly use
Vettec products or had not yet used them, everyone
commented on the value of Frank and Tabb’s program.

On February 13
we were
fortunate to have
as our presenters
Joanne Kramer
DVM, ACVS,
and Ted
Kellerman DVM.  The general theme of the day was
“Veterinarian Prescribed Therapeutic Shoes.”  A large
gathering of veterinarians and farriers attended, and all
agreed the program was exceptional.  Dr. Don Walsh of
the Animal Health Foundation noted, “These are some of
the best clinics in the country.  The programs are excellent
and there is a good mix of vets and farriers.”

Dr. Kellerman’s presentation offered education on reading
radiographs and how to apply that information when
balancing hooves.  He discussed coffin joint injuries with an
emphasis on collateral injuries and how shoeing and ground
surface influence load on the collateral ligaments.  He also
explained how to read external reference points to
determine shoe selection and placement for balance.

Dr. Kramer discussed how to perform derotation shoeing
in conjunction with deep digital flexor tenotomy.  This
procedure is used in laminitis to allow for digital
realignment and optimize blood supply to the foot. A
variety of x-rays and limb and shoe models were shown to
demonstrate the process. 

Dr. Kramer also presented for Dr. Ruckerwho was unable
to attend due to a family emergency.  Part of the program

focused on using and making specialized shoes for treating
foot injuries and care after foot surgery. She showed
radiographs of a variety of hoof problems such as abscesses,
sidebone, ringbone, soft tissue problems, etc.  The second
part of the program focused on the principles of applying
rocker shoes to decrease digital flexor tendon tension,
improve sole growth and unload painful areas within the
foot. Before and after radiographs clearly showed the boney
column in better alignment after the proper application of
the full rocker shoes or rockered rail shoes.

After these presentations attendees were invited to trim
cadaver feet or the artificial Blacksmith’s Buddy hooves, and
shape and apply some of the specialty shoes, like the full
rocker shoes.  Farrier Randy Holthusen, who works with
Dr. Rucker and Dr. Kramer, demonstrated hoof prep, shoe
shaping and application.  Thank you Randy for sharing
your knowledge and skill with us.

During the hands-on session, Dr. Kramer performed a DDF
tenotomy on a cadaver leg as an instructional demonstration.
A DDF tenotomy is performed in conjunction with
derotation shoeing when treating laminitis.

“These are some of the best clinics
in the country.  The programs are
excellent and there is a good mix
of vets and farriers.”
Dr. Don Walsh of the Animal Health Foundation

February Shop Talk Clinic

Spanish Lake Blacksmith Shop
is proud to carry these fine brands

and many more!

Check out these videos
ofVettec products:
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=dHpWbIpfm3U-

Here is a sample of
the tutorial videos:
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=Gw1Dg91ZkgM

Watch Videos from Our
Shop Talk Winter Series


